Use these activities to help your child learn and remember their home address.

- Tell your child your home address.
- Go outside and show your child your house number where it’s posted on the mailbox, side of the house or curb.
- Show them the street sign with the name of your street.
- Tell them what city and state you live in. Show them on a map.
- Help your child to make a map of your street and show them where you live. Tell them the address.
- Have you child practice saying his/her address.
- Have your child tell his/her stuffed animals and dolls their home address.

**Joining NEST**

Just a reminder that recruiting a family to join NEST, YOU will receive 1,000 points!

*There are NO income guidelines to join NEST! *We welcome all families prenatal until the child is 5 years old.

**March Book**

*Check out books like this at, Carnegie-Evans Public Library Albia, Iowa*

**Weather Policy**

If there is no school or early dismiss in Albia there is NO class. You will be notified through the Remind app and check the Monroe Co. NEST Facebook page.